CRIsoft - AN ACTIVE PRESENCE ON THE ROMANIAN MARKET SINCE 1991
Sursa: Bucharest Business Week - Supliment Celtic Celebrations - Aprilie 2004

Set up in 1991, CRIsoft proved to be an active presence on the Romanian integrated solution market. One of the most important information
solution developer, CRIsoft offers CROS - CRIsoft Organization Server, with its two main integrated components: CROS ERP and CROS FRC.
CRIsoft had a sales figure of more than 1.800.000 USD on 2003, this representing a 25% increase.
CROS ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning) ensures the informational support for sales, logistics, accounting, production management, human
resources, marketing, auto service, decision support, bar code systems integration for warehouses management, integration with fiscal cash
desks.
CROS FRC (Supply and Customer Relationship) is a system addressed to public utilities companies, or to the companies whose product-services
invoices calculation is based on a periodical consumption.
The history of implementations, shows a flexible system - CROS - that can be easily integrated with other applications, and responds to every
company need.
Mobexpert - the largest furniture producer
"By comparison with other solutions and other approaching methods to promote such a solution within an organization, such as M obexpert, we
succeeded together with CRIsoft to find the perfect solution for our needs"
"We wanted real time information, we wanted people to process the information in the same place where it is operated, we wanted the
organization of the group's activities for distribution, production, services to be away of any alteration. For all these, we wanted an informatic
solution that doesn't need modifications, adaptations or supplementary costs. We got all these with CROS" - Iulian Zamfir General and IT
Manager of Gotton Accountancy and Analisys. (CROS ERP implementation)
Electrica Banat - the electric power supplier for Banat
"CRIsoft information solutions attend the highest standards. The implementation of the Client Relationship Management System (CROS FRC) at
Electrica Banat, in all the 4 counties, represents a new stage in the improvement of the services for the electric power consumers in Romania" Adrian Andrei, Commercial Manager at Electrica Banat. (CROS ERP and FRC implementation - the latest achievement is the call-center in Deva
realized in collaboration with Data Plus Communication).
Radacini - number 1 Daewoo Dealer for Eastern Europe
"I am very pleased with CROS for distribution of auto accessories at the supermarkets, where it is taken the order from the cu stomer and the
invoices can be made based on the bar codes of each client".
"Using the costs module, we can have an overview of all costs for each cost center. Beside this, another I like at this module is the possibility to
view and create budgets and the cash-flow, to define reports and balances for the entire group" - Cristina Ghibirdic, Radacini Group (CROS ERP
and Service Implementation).
Apa Nova Ploiesti- part of the Vivendi Water Group (France), Apa Nova Ploiesti is the water supplier from Ploiesti
"We have the certainty that we invoice respecting the contractual and legal conditions in a very accurate manner, that way decreasing the
commercial loss. More than that, we have an overview of the way Apa Nova works, the way the interventions requested by the cu stomers are
processed and the method used to finalize this interventions. There is transparency, both internal and in the relation with the client, this
representing one of the objectives of this project" Sergiu Oana, Commercial Manager, Apa Nova Ploiesti. (CROS ERP and FRC Implementation)
Romstal Bucuresti
"My opinion is that a business with such a dimension as Romstal cannot exist today without an ERP application as the one that is functional now,
as a result of the partnership with CRIsoft" - Iulian Ciobanu, Executive Manager, Romstal
Therefore for increasing the efficiency in modern organizations and providing accurate day to day support for business decisions, CRIsoft
proposes the software product CROS - CRIsoft Organization Server including modules for ERP, SCM and CRM and the experience of CRIsoft
annalists and implementation consultants, with knowledge on different business models.
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